Glasses Guarantee


Two Year Warranty on Premium Frames

Our premium frames lines have a full two year warranty.
If for any reason your frame breaks, we will repair or
replace it at no charge within two years from the original
purchase date, no matter what the reason. Discount
vision plans, value lines, and certain frame lines have a
one year warranty.*


Two Year Warranty on Premium Lenses

Free unconditional replacement of scratched lenses with
our Premium TD2 anti-scratch protection or Crizal
no-glare technology for two years. Replacement lenses
must be in the original prescription. *


30 Day Re-Style Guarantee

If you decide that you do not like your new frames or
lenses, you can choose to be restyled into a different
frame or lens of equal or lesser value at no charge or pay
the difference in cost for a more expensive option for up
to 30 days from the original purchase date; Limit one
time.


Prescription Guarantee

Free Lens cleaner and micro-fiber cloth

With every glasses purchase you will receive a free
micro-fiber cleaning cloth and a bottle of lens cleaning
solution. We also will give you free refills on lens cleaning
solution when you bring in your bottle.


Complimentary Repairs and Adjustments

Drop by at your convience for complimentary eyeglass
cleanings and adjustments. This includes screw replacements or nose pad replacements at no charge. We want
you comfortable, satisfied and looking good!


Personalized Care

We can help you find the perfect size, shape, and color of
frame just for you. If you do not find what you are
looking for we will special order the perfect color and
frame size to fit your needs at no extra charge.


Patient Referral Program

Your referrals are the kindest compliment you can give
our Team. To thank you for your referral, you will receive a
$20 credit on your account to be used toward any future
purchase.
*Warranty does not cover loss or theft, restrictions may
apply. Does not apply with some insurances. Ask an
associate for more details.
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We guarantee the accuracy of your prescription for six
months* from the prescibed date. If you have any
changes in your vision, we will evaluate your prescription
and replace your lenses of equal or lesser value at no
charge.
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Our premium lenses and frames carry a 2 year warranty
against scratched or damaged lenses. We want you
comfortable, satisfied and looking good! *
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